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Noise-robust speech recognition
Sitting in a cafe (CAF) Standing at a street junction (STR)
Traveling on a bus (BUS) In a pedestrian area (PED)
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Some applications
Tasks: speech, speaker, or language recognition, paralinguistics. . .




 multiple, nonstationary noise sources
 overlapping speech
 moving sources and/or microphones.
General approach:
 single- or multichannel speech enhancement/separation
 combined with better features and acoustic model.
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Using DNNs for single-channel separation
Introduction Framework Questions Experiments Closing
DNNs
Fully-connected feedforward networks with several hidden layers




 Training data: simulated mixtures of speech and noise
 Test data: time-frequency mask computed as
vspeech(f , n)
vspeech(f , n) + vnoise(f , n)


































































CHiME-3: speech recorded in a café. Single-channel enhancement by Wiener mask.
NMF training: noise context. DNN training: bus + café + pedestrian area + street.
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Multichannel enhancement/separation
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Using DNNs for multichannel separation in an EM fashion
x(f , n) =
∑
j





power spectrum spatial covariance
matrix
Introduction Framework Questions Experiments Closing

































Update spectrogram given DNN:
vj(f, n)← DNN (zj(f, n))
A. A. Nugraha, A. Liutkus and E. Vincent, “Multichannel audio source separation with deep neural networks,” IEEE/ACM Trans.
Audio, Speech, Lang. Process., 24(9):1652-1664, 2016.
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Performance across iterations
Spatial filtering translates into improved DNN inputs, which result
in improved outputs.
EM iter: 0 1 1 2 2 3
update: - spat spec spat spec spat
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update: - spat spec spat spec spat

















Introduction Framework Questions Experiments Closing
Impact of cost functions and spatial updates
go
od





























































































different cost functions behave differently along spatial updates
in general, performance increases along spatial updates
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different cost functions behave differently along spatial updates
in general, performanc increas s along spatial updates
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Results
Evaluation in terms of word error rate (WER) with 6 mics.
Noisy WER baseline
Single-channel DNN no WER reduc.
Delay-and-sum 21% rel. WER reduc.
DNN post-filter 20% rel. WER reduc.
Multichannel DNN 39% rel. WER reduc.
CHiME-3: speech recorded in a bus/café. Single DNN iteration, no post-processing.




DNNs are also the state-of-the-art for acoustic modeling of speech
 input features: MFCCs, logmel, waveform
 outputs: phonetic classes, characters
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Full speech recognition system
Robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems typically
involve:
 multichannel speech enhancement
 robust features
I auditory-inspired
I feature adaptation (fMLLR)
 robust acoustic modeling
I CNN, BLSTM
I training data augmentation (more SNRs, enhanced data)
I model adaptation
 system combination
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CHiME-3/CHiME-4 benchmark
CHiME-3 dataset: WSJ0 utterances in four noise environments.
Original data (similar noises types and SNRs across all datasets):
 training: 7138 simulated utterances
 development: 1640 real + 1640 simulated utterances
 test: 1320 real utterances.
Baseline: feedforward DNN acoustic model on fMLLR features +
3-gram language model. No speech enhancement.
WER reduced from 33.4% (baseline) to 2.2% (best). Close to
clean speech performance, possibly due to matched hardware and
“all-inclusive” training data.
How much do environment or microphone mismatch affect
enhancement and ASR performance?




Noise characteristics vary within and across environments.
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Environment mismatch — Impact on enhancement
WER achieved by multichannel enhancement (with baseline acoustic model)
Training Test (real)
(real) BUS CAF PED STR Avg.
BUS 21.03 13.06 17.92 9.28 15.32 1 training environment:CAF 31.48 13.15 16.95 8.78 17.59 Multicondition: 14.28%PED 27.89 12.20 17.04 8.93 16.51 Matched: 14.93%STR 24.30 11.80 16.42 8.48 15.25 Mismatched: 16.58%1/4 of all 20.83 11.65 15.94 8.72 14.28
all but BUS 22.62 10.72 15.47 7.55 14.09
all but CAF 18.90 10.59 16.07 7.53 13.27 3 training environments:
all but PED 18.56 10.76 14.93 8.09 13.08 Multicondition: 13.26%
all but STR 18.19 10.03 15.08 7.94 12.81 Mismatched: 14.02%
3/4 of all 18.84 10.98 15.41 7.79 13.26
⇒ multicondition training preferable to matched training
⇒ on average, performs well on environments not seen in training
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Environment mismatch — Impact on ASR
WER achieved by acoustic model (no enhancement, RNN language model)
Training Test (real)
(real + sim) BUS CAF PED STR Avg.
BUS 45.56 33.34 26.53 17.71 30.78 1 training environment:CAF 44.33 23.22 18.78 16.88 25.80 Multicondition: 24.34%PED 43.86 23.53 17.53 17.37 25.57 Matched: 25.61%STR 40.31 28.63 22.27 16.14 26.83 Mismatched: 27.80%1/4 of all 40.47 23.52 17.90 15.47 24.34
all but BUS 35.50 18.34 13.66 12.29 19.94
all but CAF 32.87 20.92 15.45 12.25 20.37 3 training environments:
all but PED 32.62 20.64 15.66 12.33 20.31 Multicondition: 19.50%
all but STR 33.11 18.88 15.06 12.94 20.00 Mismatched: 21.26%
3/4 of all 32.75 19.41 13.45 12.40 19.50
⇒ similarly small impact on ASR as on enhancement
⇒ again, multicondition training performs best on average
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Microphone response mismatch
Relative responses obtained by averaging over 1 min segments.
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Microphone response mismatch — Impact on ASR
WER achieved by acoustic model (no enhancement, RNN language model)
Training Test (real)
(real + sim) ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6
ch1 31.65 83.01 35.20 30.62 27.07 30.76 Matched:ch2 32.43 71.36 35.85 32.44 29.12 31.77 36.76%ch3 30.86 83.04 34.94 30.20 26.26 30.91
ch4 31.65 82.74 35.64 28.74 25.13 29.27 Mismatched:ch5 33.60 84.05 37.70 30.25 25.84 30.73 39.71%ch6 31.33 81.65 35.18 28.25 24.72 28.04
⇒ matched training performs best on average
⇒ performs well on other mics, except backward mic (ch 2)
Is multicondition training the best one can do?
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Environment mismatch does not improve performance
WER achieved by acoustic model (no enhancement, RNN language model)
Training Test (real)
(real + sim) BUS CAF PED STR Avg.
BUS 45.56 33.34 26.53 17.71 30.78 1 training environment:CAF 44.33 23.22 18.78 16.88 25.80 Multicondition: 24.34%PED 43.86 23.53 17.53 17.37 25.57 Matched: 25.61%STR 40.31 28.63 22.27 16.14 26.83 Mismatched: 27.80%1/4 of all 40.47 23.52 17.90 15.47 24.34
all but BUS 35.50 18.34 13.66 12.29 19.94 3 training environments:
all but CAF 32.87 20.92 15.45 12.25 20.37 Multicondition: 19.50%
all but PED 32.62 20.64 15.66 12.33 20.31 Mismatched: 21.26%
all but STR 33.11 18.88 15.06 12.94 20.00 Better than multicondition
3/4 of all 32.75 19.41 13.45 12.40 19.50 (not significant)
⇒ excluding certain noises does not significantly improve
performance
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Microphone mismatch does not improve performance
WER achieved by acoustic model (no enhancement, RNN language model)
Training Test (real) Matched:
(real + sim) ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6 36.76%
ch1 31.65 83.01 35.20 30.62 27.07 30.76 Mismatched:ch2 32.43 71.36 35.85 32.44 29.12 31.77 39.71%ch3 30.86 83.04 34.94 30.20 26.26 30.91
ch4 31.65 82.74 35.64 28.74 25.13 29.27 Better
ch5 33.60 84.05 37.70 30.25 25.84 30.73 than matched
ch6 31.33 81.65 35.18 28.25 24.72 28.04 (not significant)
⇒ training on another microphone does not significantly improve
performance either
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Data augmentation greatly improves performance
Simulated training data augmented 7 fold by changing the SNR by
−15, −10, −5, +5, +10, and +15 dB relative wrt original.
Speech and noise signals unchanged.
Training Development WER on test dataset (%)
dataset dataset BUS CAF PED STR Avg
Original Simu+real 50.08 27.27 20.37 18.51 29.05
Augment Simu+real 36.85 26.84 20.80 15.22 24.92
Augment Real 37.37 30.11 23.22 15.65 26.59
⇒ data augmentation improves WER by 8 or 14% relative (highly
significant) despite increased SNR mismatch
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Other practical evidence
Significant WER improvement also reported in the ASR literature
when enhancing the test data, but not the training data.
T. Yoshioka, N. Ito, M. Delcroix, A. Ogawa, K. Kinoshita et al., “The NTT CHiME-3
system: Advances in speech enhancement and recognition for mobile
multi-microphone devices,” in Proc. ASRU, 2015.
See also more general proof in the machine learning literature.
C. R. González and Y. S. Abu-Mostafa, “Mismatched training and test distributions
can outperform matched ones,” Neural Computation, vol. 27, no. 2, pp. 365–387,
Dec. 2015.
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Optimizing the training set
What is the optimal training set given the task, the classifier, and
the average test conditions (no adaptation)?
So far, tuned by trial and error.
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Importance weighting
Optimization framework: importance weighting
 generate a large training set by applying all possibly relevant
data augmentation techniques and parameters
 then weight every sample according to its “usefulness”.
Conventional transfer learning: weight each training sample x by
ptest(x)/ptrain(x) so that the training and test data are matched.
According to the above evidence, this is suboptimal ⇒
discriminative approach required.
Idea: weight every training sample so as to minimize error on a
development set.
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DISCRIMINATIVE DATA AUGMENTATION
Classical DNN training objective
Classically, a DNN is trained to estimate the posterior pθ(y |x) over
labels (senones) y given inputs x .
The parameters θ are obtained by minimizing the average loss L
on the training set:
θ̂ = arg min
θ








i=1 log pθ(yi |xi ).
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Proposed discriminative importance weighting objective




Lω(pθ(y |x), y , ω)] = −
∑N
i=1 ωi log pθ(yi |xi )∑N
i=1 ωi
.
Solve the following nested optimization problem:
 find the DNN parameters θ̂ that minimize the weighted loss
on the training set
 find the data weights ω̂ for which this DNN yields minimum
average error rate E on the development set




Lω(pθ(y |x), y , ω)
]
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Algorithm
Alternating optimization algorithm:
 update the parameters θ via one epoch of stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) on the full set
I compute gradient for each xi by usual backpropagation
I multiply it by ωi/
N∑
i=1
ωi before summing over time
 update the weights ω using one step of gradient descent
I for each weight ωi , update the DNN via one step of SGD on a
single sample xi
I compute resulting difference ∆ei in the classification error
I update the weights as ωi = ωi − λ∆ei with a learning rate λ
In practice, weights are tied across subsets of data.
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Experimental setup
Training set augmented by changing the SNR by −15, −10, −5,
+5, +10, and +15 dB relative for the same utterances and noises.
Weights tied across all utterances generated using the same
relative SNR w.r.t. the original training set ⇒ 7 weights in total.
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Results
Table 1: ASR WER comparison using acoustic model trained on different train and development datasets with and without
applying the weighting algorithm. Composite dataset refers to the data with {-15,-10, -5, 0, +5, +10, +15} dB. Testing was
done using the real part of the CHiME-3 test dataset.




BUS CAF PED STR Avg.
Original No Simu + Real 7138 50.08 27.27 20.37 18.51 29.05
Composite No Simu + Real 49966 36.85 26.84 20.80 15.22 24.92
Composite Yes Simu + Real 49966 34.23 23.53 19.64 13.82 22.80
Composite No Real 49966 37.37 30.11 23.22 15.65 26.59
Composite Yes Real 49966 32.60 24.15 19.86 14.10 22.68


















Fig. 1: FER on the development set achieved by weighted vs.
unweighted training using simulated+real development data.
The FER equals 0.999 for both systems at iteration 1.
4.3. Learned data weights
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the data weights per iteration.
The weights for the -10, -5 and -15 dB datasets drop signifi-
cantly below their initial value, while the weight for the +5 dB
dataset increases significantly above its initial value. After 12
iterations, the distribution of the weighted training data is very
different from that of the original training data (and from the
development and test data) and it focuses on higher SNRs.
This further supports the claim that mismatched training data
can outperform matched data and that algorithms seeking to
select matched training data [15–20] can only achieve lim-
ited success. Our algorithm was able to find a “suitably mis-
matched” distribution of SNRs, a result that would arguably
have been hard or impossible to achieve by simple trial and
error. Yet, its computational cost is only twice that of training
on the unweighted composite dataset.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we proposed an algorithm to optimize the train-
ing set for a DNN acoustic model given a development set that
is representative of the test conditions. Our algorithm learns
importance weights for disjoint subsets of data in the train-





















Fig. 2: Data weights learned using simulated+real develop-
ment data. The sum of the weights is normalized to 1.
ing set. The learned weights represent the importance of the
data samples in each of the subsets towards minimizing the
FER in the development set. Experiments were performed on
the CHiME-3 dataset by simulating noisy speech with various
SNRs. The results show a WER improvement of 15% relative
compared to training from the unweighted dataset.
There are two future directions which we believe require
further investigation. The first one is to perform a larger-scale
experimental evaluation using not only noisy simulated data,
but a combination of clean, enhanced, and noisy data and real
and simulated data. The second one to investigate if learn-
ing weights for random subsets of data (instead of SNR spe-
cific subsets in this work) yields any realistic improvements
in ASR performance. This is particularly helpful when large
amount of data are available for training with no predefined
demarcation information (such as SNR).
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⇒ resulting SNR distribution 6= original, hence 6= test
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Results
Training Development WER on test dataset (%)
dataset dataset BUS CAF PED STR Avg
Original Simu+real 50.08 27.27 20.37 18.51 29.05
Augment Simu+real 36.85 26.84 20.80 15.22 24.92
Augment+weight Simu+real 34.23 23.53 19.64 13.82 22.80
Augment Real 37.37 30.11 23.22 15.65 26.59
Augment+weight Real 32.60 24.15 19.86 14.10 22.68
⇒ discriminative weighting further improves the WER
⇒ but weights not so contrasted. . .
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CONCLUSION
Conclusion
DNNs for speech enhancement or ASR are surprisingly robust to
mismatched training data.
SNR-augmented training data improves performance despite SNR
mismatch. Not all mismatched training data do.
Discriminative weighting algorithm can potentially improve
performance, but efficiency and understanding still to be improved.
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